
Change Management Policy

1.0 Purpose

The purpose of this document is to clearly define the process for requesting and managing changes to Thematic production systems and
networks.

This document should be used as a key reference point for all aspects of governing the change management process and will be the foundation
from which process compliance must be achieved.

2.0 Scope

This change management policy applies to changes made to Thematic production infrastructure, including physical or virtual systems, network
and security devices, application and utility software, and operating systems. All changes to production systems, other than the exceptions noted
below, must adhere to this policy.

2.1 Exceptions

Changes to outsourced services are not required to adhere to this policy, except where initiated by Thematic personnel.
Routine activities affecting only individual users, such as password or account management, workstation configuration, or recurring
maintenance tasks are exempted from this policy unless personnel deem the nature of the change to be exceptional.

2.2 References

Thematic site:       https://client.getthematic.com, https://client.anz.getthematic.com, https://client.eu.getthematic.com
Policy, Standards, and Procedures:  here
IT Industry Definition of Change Management: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Change_Management_(ITIL)

3.0 Overview

Thematic is focused on the preparation, pre-requisites, tracking, scheduling, and approval of change to the production environment. It is
originated or initiated by the change owner and occurs at the later stages of the system delivery life cycle when change has been formally tested
and is being positioned for deployment into a go-live state of processing. After changes have aligned with the Change Delivery Architecture
diagramed below.

 

It is intended to control and protect the production environment from unauthorized, untested, or unmanaged change that could lead to
unnecessary instability, fraud, and intentional disruption.  It is also essential to providing an audit trail of change to assist in problem
determination, corrective action, and if necessary, back-out.

 

3.1 Change Delivery Architecture

Whenever possible, all changes must be aligned with a Change Delivery Architecture.  A Change Delivery Architecture can be achieved through a
minimum of two (2) or more partitioned operational instances whereby the change can be staged and tested in partition 1, prior to being
implemented into production, partition 2.

All change should be associated with the following three states or stages of delivery:

Create: Develop or Introduce
Validate: Test or Verify
Depend: Production

The Engineering and Vendor environments are also considered a Create & Validate stage and are used to develop system, hardware, product,
and infrastructure production solutions deployed within and across the Change Delivery Architecture itself.

https://client.getthematic.com,
https://client.us.getthematic.com,
https://client.eu.getthematic.com
https://thematicanalysis.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/THEM/pages/14549065/Policies
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Change_Management_(ITIL)


Within each environment, one or more operational instances may be created to further delineate, isolate, or stage change and by doing so,
accommodate a wider variety of processing conditions. 

4.0 Change Management Policy

All changes to Thematic production systems, network equipment, application software, or system utilities must be performed in accordance with
an approved plan for making, testing, and completing changes, including rollback procedures where applicable. The Change Review Board
(Change Board) consists of senior management or their delegates representing each department responsible for overseeing and making
changes.

The Change Board will manage specific procedures, meeting schedules, and responsibilities and forms for the implementation of changes.
However, the Change Board chooses to manage requests, the following requirements must be met before a change can proceed:

Changes must be reviewed and pre-approved by the Change Board or their delegates prior to beginning any activities.
Change procedures will be documented with:

Details of which systems and environments will be changed
What changes will be made
Testing procedures if applicable with expected results
Rollback steps in case of a failure condition or unanticipated problem

Changes must be made during planned and announced maintenance windows, unless an emergency change is required or specific
approval for out-of-cycle changes is given.
Documentation of approval for all changes must be maintained for three (3) years. Paper media or electronic signatures are both
acceptable.

4.1 Emergency Changes

In certain situations, such as a network security incident, a change is required that cannot wait for the normal engineering review and
Change Board approval process. This requires an emergency change. An emergency change must comply with this policy completely
with the sole exception that only approval of a single Change Board member is needed before the change is made. At a later time the
Change Board must review the event in full and vote for proper approval.

Basic Flow of Change:     

 



4.2 Change Management Process

The following section will provide a holistic but summarized view of the change management process from the origination points for change to the
post-implementation results of change.

1. Change Origination

Changes are initiated by the Change Owner and can originate from multiple points within the IT Organization or as a result of several common
conditions as follows:

A business or IT request
A defect or Production incident
A project
Standard Maintenance

2. Change Planning

At the point a change is known or anticipated, the process of change management should be considered and commenced.

3. Impact Analysis

As a key component of change preparation and planning is the ability to evaluate the impact of change on existing configuration items.  Knowing
what servers host what systems and what systems depend on other systems is an important aspect of planning the implementation and downtime
aspects of a change

4. Change Delivery

During the Engineering, Development, and Testing periods of change delivery, establish firm wide policies and procedures regarding process
management expectations of the change delivery measures

5. Change Calendaring

As early as possible or known, major changes must be reviewed by the change owner to determine whether it should be calendared.  Positioning
a change event on the calendar helps to secure the implementation window and raises immediate awareness that the change is planned and
scheduled.  While the calendar entry does not guarantee the window is reserved, it does establish a firm representation of intent and will normally
cause other changes to be scheduled during alternate windows of availability.

6. Implementation and Back-Out Preparation

An Implementation and Back-Out Plan can be developed in advance of a change or commenced at any time prior within the change
implementation life cycle. It is often required and good practice to execute and test the Implementation and Back-Out Plan as a component of the
formal test process.

 

7. Operational Readiness

To help ensure Operational Readiness of all changes, creation and completion of a key Operations Readiness check-list will help improve the
overall support ability of any potential change. In-Scope Operational Test requirements and readiness reviews at each major pre-production



software promotion can again aid operational readiness for change.

8. Post-Implementation Support Preparation

Supporting infrastructure is needed in order to successfully achieve post-implementation support. Expectations for go-live and
post-implementation support are a key outcome for a successful change implementation plan.

9. Change Approval

At the soonest point in the planning of change, the change record is originated to represent the subsequent work and activities required to deliver
the change into Production. When ready, the change is frozen and the owning management team provides their approvals.

10. Change Deployment

Following the Implementation and Back-Out Plans, all changes must follow a specific Implementation Window whereby the change is conducted
according to the agreed upon scope and within a specific time period. Each implementation window should follow a basic event structure as
follows:

 

Implement
Validate
Go-NoGo
Back Out
Confirm

11. Post-Implementation Support

Provide on-going production support as defined within the scope of the managements established policies and procedures.

5.0        Enforcement

Personnel who are found to be in violation of this policy are subject to disciplinary action, including termination.

6.0        Revision History of Policy

Date of Revision Summary of Revision and Approver

13 Dec 2017  Initial Policy, approved by  Nathan Holmberg

02 Jan 2019  Reviewed for applicability
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